Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is a promising strategy to unravel variants or genes responsible for human diseases and traits. However, there is a lack of robust platforms for a comprehensive downstream analysis. In the present study, we first proposed three novel algorithms, sequence gap-filled gene feature annotation, bit-block encoded genotypes and sectional fast access to text lines to address three fundamental problems. The three algorithms then formed the infrastructure of a robust parallel computing framework, KGGSeq, for integrating downstream analysis functions for whole genome sequencing data. KGGSeq has been equipped with a comprehensive set of analysis functions for quality control, filtration, annotation, pathogenic prediction and statistical tests. In the tests with whole genome sequencing data from 1000 Genomes Project, KGGSeq annotated several thousand more reliable nonsynonymous variants than other widely used tools (e.g. ANNOVAR and SNPEff). It took only around half an hour on a small server with 10 CPUs to access genotypes of ∼60 million variants of 2504 subjects, while a popular alternative tool required around one day. KGGSeq's bit-block genotype format used 1.5% or less space to flexibly represent phased or unphased genotypes with multiple alleles and achieved a speed of over 1000 times faster to calculate genotypic correlation.
INTRODUCTION
Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is becoming a mainstream strategy for characterizing DNA variants of human disease and trait variation (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . Given sequence variants called from WGS data by tools like GATK (6), a downstream analysis plays a key role in finding responsible DNA variants. However, currently two major issues are challenging the downstream analysis of whole-genome sequence for genetic mapping. First, the amount of sequence and genomic annotation data are often very huge. For example, the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 contains over 88 million variants (7) and has over 16 GB genotypes data in variant call format (VCF) even after compression by the GNU Zip Format. When processed by conventional algorithms, it often demands unfeasibly large computing time and space. Second, given tens of millions of sequence variants on the entire genome, it is also rather difficult to discriminate the causal variants of a disease or trait from so many neutral or irrelevant ones.
While adopting advanced general infrastructure (such as the cloud computing (8) ) was a promising scheme, making use of characteristics of the sequencing data themselves to boost the capacity of existing systems is also a nontrivial strategy. For example, an algorithm was developed to compress sequencing text data by blocks so that one can quickly access part of sequencing data through an index file (Tabix) (9) . Currently, sequence variants are usually stored in text formats, e.g. VCF, which are convenient for human read and pre-process. However, loading and parsing these data are often the bottleneck of computing speed. Although the compressed data by blocks provides a foundation for concurrent computing, the parallel algorithm to speed text processing for WGS study is not readily available. Recently, some algorithms were developed to represent genotypes of bi-allelic variants as compressed bitmap indices (10) or integer matrix by the positional Burrows-Wheeler transform (11) , which were able to reduce the computational burden of variant queries and/or storage space. However, the compressed bitmap indices algorithm did not work for phased genotypes, and the positional Burrows-Wheeler transform approach was not designed for variants with more than two alleles, which will limit their applications to many downstream analyses in practice. Therefore, advanced algorithms for relieving the huge burden of computing space and time are in demand.
Recently a number of methods have been proposed for identifying risk alleles in sequencing studies. These include methods for annotation (12) , pathogenic prediction (13) and statistical analysis (14, 15) . Meanwhile, it is reaching a consensus that an integrative analysis with multiple functions and resources will be more powerful than individual methods alone (16) (17) (18) . ANNOVAR is a widely-used tool with various genomic resources to annotate sequence variants (19) . SnpEff is a genetic variant annotation toolbox that supports multiple species and predicts coding effects (20) . VEP also provides many unique resources to annotate sequence variants (21) . PLINK/SEQ and RVTESTS (22) are toolboxes containing multiple methods for genebased association analysis with rare variants. However, genetic mapping tools for a one-stop integrative downstream analysis from quality control, genomic annotation, pathogenic/functional prediction and statistics association is still limited although there have been some integrative analysis tools (21, 23) . Moreover, most of these tools are often very slow for large-scale WGS data due to lack of robust algorithms for the big data.
Finally, yet importantly, a problem often overlooked in a downstream analysis is the accurate annotation of gene features (e.g. stoploss or missense). Although high-quality reference sequence data have been published, there are still many gaps because of the repetitive regions or lying on the centromeres and short arms of acrocentric chromosomes that are difficult to clone or assemble (5, 24) . These intrinsic gaps in the human reference genome may result in many errors in the gene-feature annotation of variants. It has been noted that the gene-feature annotation of different tools is quite inconsistent for around 20% of exonic variants (25) . More accurate gene feature annotation is fundamentally crucial for the following annotation and prioritization analysis of the sequence variants. An example that the reference genome has a gap compared to the latest reference cDNA provided by the refGene database. Note: The alignment result was copied from a webpage of UCSC (https: //genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgc?hgsid=570008099 N9gTjX22Iv9RKMv 0HA8tgBeJn4Oj&g=htcCdnaAli&i=NM 001146344&c=chr1&l=12884 617&r=12891264&o=12884617&aliTable=refSeqAli&table=refGene). The rectangle in red denotes the amino acid codon used for gene feature annotation. For SNPEff, the UCSC reference genome hg19 was used.
In the present study, we proposed three novel algorithms to solve three bottlenecks (gene feature annotation inaccuracy, space and speed burden) in a large-scale WGS data analysis. These three fundamental algorithms formed a robust infrastructure of a framework that flexibly integrates multiple analysis functions to prioritize sequence variants in WGS studies jointly. All algorithms and analysis methods have been implemented in a biological Knowledgebased mining platform for Genomic and Genetic studies using Sequence data (KGGSeq, http://grass.cgs.hku.hk/limx/ kggseq/). These algorithms were tested with the whole sequencing data from the 1000 Genomes Project for performance comparison to existing tools. All of the source codes implementing the algorithms are deposited in the GitHub repository (https://github.com/limx54/KGGseq).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

A gap-filled gene-feature annotation algorithm
In some consensus coding sequence regions, the reference genome has short sequence deletions and/or insertions compared to the reference coding DNA that is updated periodically by the Bioinformatics Center of University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) (See an example in Figure 1 ). However, sequence reads produced by sequencing machine are often mapped onto a reference genome (e.g. Human Reference Genome HG19) and the coordinates of variants are given according to the reference genome. Therefore, the relative distance of a variant to the protein coding starting position has to be adjusted for the insertion or deletion gap on the reference genome. Otherwise, it will result in an incorrect calculation of involved amino acid residue in a transcript. Therefore, we developed a gap-filled gene-feature annotation algorithm to adjust the coordinate shifts in protein coding regions. The complete source codes are in the GeneFeatureAnnotTask.java file of our deposited source codes in the GitHub repository. Note that the steps 1 and 2 are only need to be done once. The step 3 has to be done for each variant but is very fast. We have implemented step 3 in a parallel computing framework so that millions of variants can be annotated in minutes through multiple CPUs.
Besides the RefGene model, KGGSeq also provides the compiled resource data for two other widely used gene models, UCSC Known Genes (26) and GENCODE (27) . However, the gap-filled gene feature annotation algorithm is only necessary for the former two because their coding DNA sequences are updated even weekly. As the coding DNA sequences of GENCODE are directly extracted from the reference genome, there would be no relative gaps for the GENCODE model. Moreover, KGGSeq also allows for a customized genome model when the input gene model file with the same format is provided (See KGGSeq online manual, http://grass.cgs.hku.hk/limx/kggseq/doc10/ UserManual.html#GeneFeatureFiltering).
Genotype bit-block encoding algorithm
Encoding of phased and unphased genotypes into parsimonious bit-blocks. We developed a new encoding to flexibly represent and store genotypes in RAM and hard disk by minimal computer bits. For unphased genotypes, the number of possible genotypes is s = [n*(n−1)/2+n] given the allele number n. The minimal number of bits required to denote all possible genotypes (including missing genotype) is equal to the ceiling of log . The genotypes are then simply encoded into binary bits according to ascending order of alphabets. The missing genotype was in the last place. The encoding details can be seen in the online manual, http://grass.cgs.hku.hk/limx/kggseq/doc10/ UserManual.html#BinaryOutputs.
For phased genotypes, the number of possible genotypes is s = (n*n) given the allele number n. The minimal number of bits required to denote all possible genotypes (including missing genotype) is also equal to the ceiling of log (s+1) 2 . The genotypes are then encoded into binary bits according to the ascending order of alphabets as well. The missing genotype was in the last place. The encoding details can be seen in the online manual, http://grass.cgs.hku.hk/limx/kggseq/ doc10/UserManual.html#BinaryOutputs.
To speed up the analyses for genotypes, e.g. computing pairwise genotype correlation or counting homozygous genotypes in patients, we designed a unique structure, bitblock, to store the encoded bit genotypes. Assume a variant needs b bits to denote one genotype and it has m genotypes of different subjects. The first bit of each encoded genotype is extracted and put into a bit block of size m. The second bit of each encoded genotype forms the second bit block. This procedure is repeated until all of the b bits of a genotype are extracted. The b bit blocks are stored consecutively into t bytes, where t is equal to the ceiling of b*m/8 (Illustrated in Figure 2 ). The bits can be conveniently retrieved by blocks for further analyses. We demonstrate the usage of bit-block genotypes to enhance the speed of pairwise genotype correlation substantially. When the frequencies of all alternative allele are low (say <3%), the binary genotypes will be compressed by replacement of bytes recoding the position of '1' bits. Each of such position is denoted by three bytes.
The encoded genotypes (either compressed or not) are saved in a file with an extension name of 'ked'. At the same time, the pedigree information and variant information are saved in a file with an extension name of 'kam' and a file with an extension name of 'kim', respectively. The encoded genotypes can be further compressed by standard compression algorithms, say, GNU Zip Format. The three files make up a KGGSeq binary genotype file set. The complete source codes are in the VCFParseTaskFast.java file of our deposited source codes in the GitHub deposit.
Rapid computing pairwise genotype correlation by bit-blocks.
The genotypic correlation is often used to approximate the linkage disequilibrium of variants with unphased genotypes. Assume genotypes are denoted by the number of alternative alleles, x i , for a biallelic variant. The Pearson genotype correlation of two variants, V i and V j , can be calculated according to the following formula: MENT, respectively. The same can be done for variant j. 3. For variant i and variant j, the non-missing genotypes variant i and variant j at are denoted by b c = b i4 &b j4 . We will have,
= count b j1 &b c * 4 + count b j2 &b c , and
where count(x) is a function of counting the number of bits with value '1', which is very fast on computers. Given these components, the genotype correlation can be calculated by the above formula straightforwardly. The implementation was in LDCalcTask.java of the GitHub deposit.
Fast accessing and parsing text algorithm
Sectional and random access of compressed text lines. The input variants data and annotation data in WGS analysis organized by lines are commonly compressed by GNU Zip format in blocks, which can save storage space in hard disks. We developed a new algorithm to read the compressed text lines in parallel. The algorithm made use of the features of blocked compression format (Blocked GNU Zip Format, or BGZF for short (9) ) to read and parse the data by blocks. The following are the main steps of the algorithm. The specific source codes are in the BGZFInputStream.java file of our deposited source codes in the GitHub deposit. 4. Merge all reserved data across the parts to splice the truncated lines between blocks after all parts have been read out.
Moreover, to facilitate random access according to genomic coordinates, we also developed an algorithm to build an index file for each BGZF file. The index file recorded the chromosome name, starting position of a variant or region on the chromosome, and physical starting position of a block in the BGZF file. The index records were sorted according to the chromosome positions and file positions. Given a chromosome position, the conventional binary search algorithm was adopted to quickly locate the physical starting position of a block in the compressed file. This function allowed that only interesting blocks were loaded into memory and parsed.
Optimized text splitting and parsing. Attribute values of the same variants are commonly organized by lines in a text file (i.e. a variant-centred format), which is a space-efficient way to store information. For example, genotypes of multiple subjects of a variant are organized by lines in a VCF file and multiple populations' minor allele frequencies of a variant are stored by lines in an annotation resource file as well. However, these attribute values must be parsed one by one for analysis through a text splitting function. According to our observations, the text splitting procedure took over 60% time when the text splitting functions (StringTokenizer or String.split) in Java library was employed. Therefore, we designed a new text splitting algorithm to speed up the text splitting. This new function made use of two important features to enhance the text splitting speed. First, it directly reads bytes (rather than the standard computer text) from hard disk and converts the bytes into a computer text only when necessary. The bytes are converted to numeric values much faster than text values. Second, in most text files, each row has fixed number of values to be split. So we use a shared array to temporally store the splitting results for every line in a text file, which saves the time for applying a temporary array to store each row. In our test with the genotype splitting of text lines on chromosome 1 of 2504 subjects from 1000 Genomes Project, the optimized splitting algorithm only needs ∼40% of the time, compared to the standard Java library functions (StringTokenizer and String.split). This algorithm has been combined with the above algorithm for sectional and random access of compressed text lines. See detailed implementation in the BZPartReader.java file of the GitHub deposit.
Compare gene feature annotation results of different tools
In the present paper, we compared gene feature annotation of different tools. It should be noted that an exact comparison is difficult because some variants can be mapped onto multiple transcripts or even multiple genes. To simplify the comparison, we encode the features into numbers according to http://grass.cgs.hku.hk/limx/kggseq/doc10/UserManual. html#GeneFeatureFiltering, which roughly suggests the potential effect of a variant on protein function. The top five features (startloss, stoploss, stopgain, splicing and missense) are considered in the comparison. If one variant was annotated with multiple features, the one with the highest priority was used for comparison. The unique feature of one tool refers to the feature annotated by this tool is different from others. The default parameters settings of each tool were used for the annotation. For each kind of feature, KGGSeq was compared with other annotation tools under both RefGene and GENCODE (v19) models. The unique and overlapped variants with the same annotation were counted. The unique variants were validated with the variants in dbSNP (b144 GRCh37p13).
Data analysis on KGGSeq
The phased genotype data (phase 3 version 5, 2504 subjects) in VCF format downloaded from 1000 Genomes Project (ftp://ftp-trace.ncbi.nih.gov/1000genomes/ftp/ release/20130502/) were used to test computing performance and analysis functions of KGGSeq V1.0 throughout of this paper. These data in the website had already been compressed in BGZ format, which can be efficiently processed by KGGSeq in parallel. The KGGSeq options for an integrative gene-based association analysis between Southern Asian and Eastern Asian with the 1000 Genomes Project sample are listed in Supplementary Table S1 .
Compare the speed with PLINK/SEQ and vcftools
The above mentioned whole genome VCF data from 1000 Genomes Project were used for the comparison. All tools directly use the compressed data as input. We mainly compared the speed of loading and paring the text for simply counting allele frequency from VCF files. The default parameter setting was used for the tools. The key commands used in PLINK/SEQ and vcftools were 'counts' and '-freq'. KGGSeq was customized to not store intermediate data into hard disk in the comparison. CPU frequency of the computer was 3.457GHz. The version of Java running environment for KGGSeq was 1.7.
RESULTS
A sequence gap-filled gene feature annotation suggested more functionally important variants
As accurately annotating non-synonymous and synonymous variants is essential for most downstream analyses, we first investigated how our proposed sequence gap-filled gene feature annotation algorithm (detailed in the Materials and Methods section) worked among variants released by 1000 Genomes Project. Here the gap refers to the sequence gap in the reference genome relative to coding DNA in RefGene model. Among around 400 000 exonic variants in the African (AFR) panel, which has the largest number of variants among the five ancestrally different panels, the algorithm considering sequence gap reported 549 unique missense, 30 unique stopgain and 2 unique stoploss variants (Table 1 , see details in the Supplementary Excel Table S1), compared to the algorithm only not considering sequence gap. More importantly, these unique annotations are highly consistent with the annotations from an independent resource, dbSNP, a widely-used third-part database in which more information (flanking sequence) was used to e75 Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 9 PAGE 6 OF 11 compute the gene features (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ books/NBK174586/). For example, the consistency rate of missense annotation is as high as 95% among the 443 variants available in dbSNP. In contrast, when the sequence gap was not considered, less than 2% annotations were consistent with those in dbSNP although up to 1409 variants also were reported to have unique non-synonymous and synonymous annotations. This comparison clearly shows that considering the genomic gap in reference genome substantially improved the gene feature annotation of variants.
It may also be interesting to know how the gap-filled gene feature annotation algorithm on KGGSeq works, compared with other popular tools (ANNOVAR (19) , SNPEff (20) and VEP (21)). Again, among the ∼400 000 exonic variants, the gap filled gene-feature annotation algorithm uniquely annotated up to 4000 or 5000 more nonsynonymous variants in total than ANNOVAR and SNPEff with RefSeq model ( Table S2 ). ANNOVAR seemed to not annotate a variant at which there is a sequence gap or inconsistency between the reference genome and coding DNA in RefGene model. With the gap-filled annotation algorithm, KGGSeq correctly predicted the gene feature after adjusting the sequence gaps. This may explain why KGGSeq produced more non-synonymous annotations. Moreover, the proportions of consistent annotations with the dbSNP for the KGGSeq unique annotations were also generally much higher than that of the unique annotations of the ANNOVAR and SNPEff as well.
Interestingly, both KGGSeq and VEP produced around 13 000 unique missense annotations and both tools' unique missense annotations also have as high as 94% consistency with the dbSNP annotation. After checking the detailed annotation (as shown in the Supplementary Excel Table S2 ), it turned out most of the VEP unique annotations occur at transcripts from predicted mRNA model (i.e. the ID starting with XM ). Because of the uncertainty in the predicted mRNAs, KGGSeq (as well as AN-NOVAR and SNPEff) does not use them for annotation. For example, the variant rs377389746 is a missense variant of XM 005271074 while it is a synonymous variant of NM 020888 and NM 001198972. Therefore, VEP gave a missense and a synonymous annotation but KGGSeq only had a synonymous annotation at this variant. Notably, VEP and SNPEff annotated many splicing variants but the consistency rates to dbSNP's annotation are only 0.4% and 3.18%, respectively. Probably, the two tools have different definitions on a splicing variant from the dbSNP. Under GENCODE model, KGGSeq produced less unique non-synonymous than ANNOVAR and SNPEff. This is because KGGSeq ignored all incomplete transcripts, e.g. ENST00000390243 that is incomplete at 3 . This may explain why KGGSeq had much higher consistency with the dbSNP than all of the three tools under GENCODE model (see details of unique annotations the Supplementary Excel Table S2 ). To summarize, the higher consistency of KGGSeq's annotations with dbSNP suggests that KGGSeq can provide more accurate gene feature annotations than the other popular tools.
A genotype bit-block encoding algorithm saves a lot of space and time
Because genotypes in a large-scale WGS data set lead to a huge storage and computing burden in downstream analysis, we designed a new bit-block encoding algorithm to more efficiently store genotypes (illustrated in Figure 2 ). Compared to several existing genotype encoding algorithms (10, 28) , the proposed algorithm is able to flexibly encode both phased and unphased genotypes of variants with two or more alleles while most of the former ones can only process unphased genotypes of bi-allelic variants. As shown in Table 3 , the bit-block encoding algorithm only needs ∼1.5% space to store the phased genotypes of 2504 subjects of 6 468 094 variants in chromosome 1, compared to the most popular format for sequence variants, VCF and the conventional linkage format. For the unphased genotypes, the space is even reduced to be ∼1.2%. Compared to another algorithm, BGT which used a sophisticated transform to compress the binary genotypes (29) , the KGGSeq's binary genotype set is about 2 to 3 times larger. However, it should be noted BGT does not work for variants with over two alleles.
More importantly, another appealing advantage of the bit block genotypes is that it conveniently facilitates fast computation of genotype-related analysis. The bit-block uses bit vectors to represent genotypes of all subjects at each variant. A lot of statistical analysis at genotypes, say, calculating genetic correlation and counting alleles and genotypes, can be carried out straightforwardly by these bit vectors. As a vector contains genotypes of multiple subjects, a single bit-wise logical operation at the bit-vectors conducts analysis of multiple subjects in parallel. Therefore, these bit vectors can dramatically improve the analysis speed of many genetic analyses at genotypes. Table 4 shows the analysis speed for calculating genetic correlation on chromosome 22 of 2504 subjects from the 1000 Genomes Project. The algorithm based on the bit-block (see details in the Materials and Methods section) is over 1300 times faster than the conventional algorithm (directly calculating the Pearson correlation with coded genotypes 0, 1 and 2) when there are 16 000 variants. That is, a 2-week job by a conventional approach is done in half an hour by the new approach.
A sectional accessing and optimized parsing text algorithm substantially enhances data loading
Finally, WGS data analysis often involves thousands of gigabytes data (including the variants' genotypes, quality scores and genomic annotations) saved in the hard disk in text format. Because so huge amount of data have to be loaded and parsed in RAM, the Input/Output speed is a challenging issue. Based on the block-wise compressed data (9), we developed an algorithm for sectional and random access to compressed text lines, which allows KGGSeq to load the compressed data into RAM in parallel directly. Besides, we also optimized the parsing in a text line by directly accessing a primitive data type, byte, rather than the senior Note: The variants were randomly drawn from chromosome 22 and genotypes of 2504 subjects were used to calculate the correlation. The time format a:b:c.d stands for a hour(s), b minute(s) and c.d second(s), respectively. The version of Java running environment was 1.7. CPU frequency was 3.457 GHz. a: For the conventional approach, the genotypes were encoded according to the number of alternative alleles, i.e. 0, 1 and 2 first. The Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated for each pair of variants by a fast Java package Colt (https://dst.lbl.gov/ACSSoftware/colt/). data type, the Java text String. When using this algorithm to load and parse genotypes data in compressed VCF file from hard disk, KGGSeq was around 7 and 5 times faster than two popular alternative downstream analysis tools, PLINK/SEQ (with version 0.10, https://atgu.mgh.harvard. edu/plinkseq) and vcftools (with version 0.1.14). It only used around half an hour to process whole genome variants from the 1000 Genomes Project with 10 CPUs while the other two alternative tools (which cannot run jobs in parallel) need ∼24 and ∼18 h to produce the same results (Table 5) .
A comprehensive framework for an integrative downstream analysis of WGS data
Based on the three key fundamental algorithms, we built a robust parallel-computing framework for flexibly integrating multiple analysis functions of WGS data. Currently, it has had five major modules: quality control, filtration, annotation, pathogenic prediction and statistic tests (summarized in Figure 3 ). There are both shared and unique functions for different types of diseases (e.g. Complex disease, Cancers and Mendelian diseases). All of the available methods and their usage are described in KGGSeq's user manual (http://grass.cgs.hku.hk/limx/kggseq/ doc10/UserManual.html). Most of these individual methods have been published elsewhere. As these methods have been evaluated in their original papers, e.g. filtration of exonic variants for Mendelian diseases (18) , regulatory variant prediction (13), gene-based association test for rare variants (30) and pathogenic prediction at genes (31), we would not re-evaluate them in the present paper except for a simple compare of pathogenic prediction with two latest approaches REVEL (32) and M-CAP (33) . As shown in Figure 4 , the combined pathogenic prediction model of KGGSeq (13) had a similar area under the curve of receiver operating characteristic with REVEL (0.938 vs.0.939) and higher area under curve than M-CAP(0.938 versus 0.815) when discriminating pathogenic variants from benign variants in ClinVar data set. More functions and methods would be added to this framework in the future. To demonstrate effectiveness of this integrative framework, we show two examples here. In the first example, KGGSeq was used to identify causal mutation in an exome-sequencing trio in which the offspring was affected with a Mendelian disease, neonatalonset Crohn's disease. This is a small data set. The purpose of this example is to demonstrate the usefulness of KGGSeq for Mendelian diseases. The original study suggested two compound heterozygous mutations in IL10RA caused the disease (34) . After the integrative analysis of KGGSeq, Table S3 ). For the purpose of comparison, we also used another tool, GEMINI, to analyze the same exome sequencing data. The variants' information saved in VCF file was decomposed and normalized by a tool named VT (35) first and then annotated by SNPEff. The result VCF file was loaded to GEMINI and built an inside database. The 'comp hets' function was called to identify potential compound heterozygotes and 17 genes including 60 variants were found in the data set of variants with 'impact = MED or HIHG'. However, the two candidate variants were not in the final prioritized shortlist. Moreover, for the whole analysis, KGGSeq just took 4 min and 59 s, but GEMINI spent more than 1 h to run the analysis on the same machine. The detailed comparisons were listed in the Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. After excluded overlapped variants with KGGSeq's training data set, 1898 non-synonymous pathogenic variants and 2180 benign variants were retained for the evaluation. A cut-off was used to produce the performance measures, including true positive, false positive, precision and recall rates. The curves were generated by varying the cut-off from the minimal score and maximal score of each prediction tool.
In the second example, we show how an integrative genebased association analysis in the WGS samples of 1000 Genomes Project can be conveniently and efficiently carried out on this framework. The analysis goal is to investigate the degree of population stratification between southern Asian and eastern Asian by the gene-based association at rare and functionally important variants on autosomes. Subjects from southern Asia and eastern Asia were assigned into two groups for the association analysis.
We used KGGSeq to filter out common variants, annotate variants with gene features by RefGene and GEN-CODE models, predict functional variants in both coding and non-coding regions of autosomes, and perform genebased association analysis by statistical tests. The KGGSeq options are listed in the Supplementary Table S3 . The analysis was run on 10 CPUs with 3.07 GHz in parallel. KGGSeq only took 7 min to load and parse the 5.4 GB compressed VCF data, which was 164.3 GB un-compressed text of ∼40 million variants actually. After eliminating variants with minor allele frequency >0.01 and on sex chromosomes, ∼29 million variants are left. In total, 18 629 256 variants were mapped onto genes according to the two gene models in which variants within 5000 base pairs of transcription start and end sites were included as upstream and downstream variants. The pathogenic and functional prediction at coding variants and non-coding variants ranked variants quantitatively (Supplementary Figure S1) . As expected, the stopgain variants tend to have higher posterior probability than the other three types of non-synonymous variants. Among the non-coding variant categories, the upstream variants have the largest functional scores. After removing variants with negative predictions, only 6 683 904 variants are retained for gene-based association analysis.
It turned out that most genes have different allele frequency at the rare variants between the southern Asian and eastern Asian, which also suggest a substantial population stratification between the two sub populations in Asian (Supplementary Figure S2A) . According to a burden test (CMC (15)), 14 252 genes (out of 55 676 genes) have significant P-values (P ≤ 8.98 × 10 −7 , Bonferroni correction for family error rate 0.05). The variance-component test, SKAT (14) , reported even more significant genes (41 611) than CMC. The inflation disappeared when the population membership was permuted among the subjects (Supplementary Figure S2B ). This result suggests that population structure would be strictly controlled for gene-based association tests event at rare variants. Otherwise, it would introduce many false positives.
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we proposed three novel fundamental algorithms to improve gene feature annotation accuracy and to substantially relieve computing space and time burden in downstream analysis of large-scale whole genome sequence data. Moreover, these algorithms constitute the infrastructure of a robust analysis parallel-computing framework, KGGSeq, for flexibly integrating diverse functions to more effectively isolate genes or variants responsible for human traits or diseases. When tested with the WGS data from 1000 Genomes Project, KGGSeq annotated several thousand more non-synonymous variants than other popular tools. Moreover, it was over 20 times or much faster to load and parse sequence variants, and used ∼1.5% or less space to flexibly represent phased or unphased genotypes with multiple alleles, and achieved a speed of over 1000 times faster to calculate genotypic correlation. These advanced algorithms enable a rapid process of large-scale WGS data on computers that are affordable for most core facilities and laboratories. Besides its substantial capacity for large-scale sequencing data, KGGSeq is also a very comprehensive platform for integrative downstream analysis on the whole genome of monogenic diseases or complex diseases.
The bit-block algorithm provides an efficient way to store and represent genotypes in both hard disk and RAM. Compared with existing algorithms of binary encoding of genotypes (e.g. PLINK (28) GQT (10) and BGT (11) formats), our proposed algorithm has two unique features. First, it can flexibly encode both the phased and unphased genotypes with more than two alleles. In contrast, the existing algorithms either ignore multiallelic variants or collapse different heterozygous genotypes as an over-simplified heterozygous genotype, which will lead to loss of genotype information. It has been noted that multi-allelic genotypes are also important (36) , which is common for Indels. Besides, PLINK (28) and GQT (10) do not support analyses of haplotypes. Second, it directly supports bitwise operation with bit-vectors, which can substantially speed up some time-consuming analyses on genotypes as we demonstrated in this paper. This is a powerful design to save both space and time without sacrifice of any other side. As the algorithm itself is generic, this genotype bit-block format will also be very useful for other WGS tools.
Among the four widely used tools, KGGSeq annotated the greatest number of unique non-synonymous variants and achieved consistency with dbSNP's annotations in most scenarios. Besides the gap-filled algorithm, the accuracy and completeness of reference gene models are also important for an accurate gene feature annotation. The differences in background reference gene model databases substantially attribute to the several thousand different annotations of SNPEff and VEP, compared to KGGSeq. Anyhow, a consideration of the sequence gap between reference genome and coding DNA helped rescue ∼600 non-synonymous variants and correct ∼900 false nonsynonymous annotations in 645 African genomes from the 1000 Genomes Project. KGGSeq also covered the most majority of ANNOVAR's annotations under RefGene model. However, KGGSeq's algorithm only worked for the known gaps. There may be many unknown sequence gaps. Hopefully, the influence of reference databases on the annotation will decrease as they become more and more accurate and complete in the future. It is almost impossible to expect a single algorithm and/or database to achieve 100% annotation accuracy for all non-synonymous variants currently. According to the comparison, it seems a combination of KGGSeq and VEP under both the RefGene and Gencode models will lead to a higher coverage of gene-feature annotation with a relatively high accuracy in practice.
The fast text loading and parsing algorithm provides an efficient solution for processing biological data. To ease human reading and management, most bioinformatics data are stored in covenantal text files and organized by lines, e.g. the VCF format and the Browser Extensible Data (BED, https://genome.ucsc.edu/FAQ/FAQformat. html#format1) format. However, processing text needs more computing cost than other data types, e.g. integers.
The text data can be compressed into blocks (9) to facilitate random access. Note that the text lines are often truncated between blocks, which complicates data parsing. The proposed algorithm enhanced the computing speed of the compressed data in two ways. First, it allows parallel loading of the compressed blocks while automatically joining the truncated text lines. Second, it makes use of a primitive data type, byte, to circumvent unnecessary conversions and operations of text data. Compared to alternative tools (PLINK/SEQ and vcftools which are implemented in C++), this algorithm substantially improved the speed of loading and parsing text data. We believe this algorithm will also be useful for other bioinformatics analysis tools.
KGGSeq was designed to integrate multiple methods and resources for WGS downstream analysis. Although it has integrated abundant functions for a comprehensive downstream analysis into five main functional modules (qualities control, filtration, annotation, pathogenic prediction and statistical tests), it is hard to conclude that these functions have been sufficient for all scenarios. For example, some methods using the tissue or cell-type specific gene expression or expression quantitative trait loci (37) may be added after careful evaluations for genetic mapping. In any case, a joint analysis by multiple powerful approaches tends to produce results that are more reliable. However, as there are so many individual methods available and even emerging, a systematic evaluation of the best method combination is unfeasibly difficult. Currently, we just integrated some representative methods and resources in the five major modules according to our own and some other colleagues' experiences. The successful applications of KGGSeq to real data (17, 38) have conceptually proved the effectiveness of this integrative strategy. In the present paper, we focus on the robust infrastructure to facilitate method integration for downstream analysis of large-scale WGS data.
AVAILABILITY
KGGSeq has a simple command-line interface to run on most operating systems with Java running environment. It accepts multiple input formats of sequence variants with genomic coordinates of hg18, hg19 or GRCh38 (hg38) and output results for visualization and further analysis flexibly. KGGSeq is free for academic and nonprofit usage, http://grass.cgs.hku.hk/limx/kggseq/. Built on a combination of abundant bioinformatics resources, bioinformatics/statistical methods and advanced computing algorithms, this software will play a useful role in genetic mapping studies of both Mendelian diseases and complex diseases (including cancer) with either small or large-scale of WGS data.
